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Abstract. The Origins Space Telescope will trace the history of our origins from the time dust
and heavy elements permanently altered the cosmic landscape to present-day life. How did gal-
axies evolve from the earliest galactic systems to those found in the universe today? How do
habitable planets form? How common are life-bearing worlds? We describe how Origins was
designed to answer these alluring questions. We discuss the key decisions taken by the Origins
mission concept study team, the rationale for those choices, and how they led through an explor-
atory design process to the Origins baseline mission concept. To understand the concept solution
space, we studied two distinct mission concepts and descoped the second concept, aiming to
maximize science per dollar and hit a self-imposed cost target. We report on the study approach
and describe the concept evolution. The resulting baseline design includes a 5.9-m diameter
telescope cryocooled to 4.5 K and equipped with three scientific instruments. The chosen archi-
tecture is similar to that of the Spitzer Space Telescope and requires very few deployments after
launch. The cryo-thermal system design leverages James Webb Space Telescope technology and
experience. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 Unported
License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the origi-
nal publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10.1117/1.JATIS.7.1.011014]
Keywords: infrared; space telescope; cryogenic; spectroscopy; mission concept development.
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1 Introduction
The NASA Astrophysics Roadmap describes the broad outlines of a mission called the Far-
Infrared Surveyor, which was envisaged as an interferometer, but more fundamentally as a mis-
sion that would extend far-IR measurement capabilities in sensitivity, spectroscopy, and angular
resolution to regimes far beyond those that had ever been probed before.1 Based on science
community input, NASA decided in 2015 to sponsor a community-led study of this mission,
along with three other “large” missions, in preparation for the 2020 Decadal Survey in
Astronomy and Astrophysics. Although large was undefined quantitatively, it was understood
that these missions would be comparable in ambition to the Great Observatories: the Hubble
Space Telescope, the Compton Gamma Ray Observatory, the Chandra X-Ray Observatory, and
the Spitzer Space Telescope.2 NASA developed these highly successful missions in response to
past Decadal Survey recommendations. The James Webb Space Telescope (JWST),3 which is
presently undergoing tests in preparation for a fall 2021 launch, and the Nancy Grace Roman
Space Telescope,4 now in final design and fabrication (phase C), are next in line. Prioritization
*Address all correspondence to David Leisawitz, david.t.leisawitz@nasa.gov
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of a new large mission by the 2020 Decadal Survey could lead to its development as a successor
to the Roman Space Telescope and launch in the 2030s.
For each of the large mission studies, NASA appointed a Headquarters Program Scientist and
Deputy Program Scientist, and at a field center a Study Scientist and Study Manager, followed in
early 2016 by a Science and Technology Definition Team (STDT). The STDT comprised mem-
bers of the scientific community whose collective responsibility was to set study priorities. The
studies began in December 2015 and concluded with the delivery of final study documents in
August 2019.
For the Far-Infrared Surveyor, NASA Headquarters chose the Goddard Space Flight Center
to host a Study Office, and thus Goddard was home to the study scientist, the study manager, and
most of the study’s engineering team. Through Cooperative Agreements, the Study Office
engaged industrial partners with relevant expertise at Ball Aerospace, Northrop-Grumman,
L3Harris, and Lockheed-Martin. The STDTwas expanded to include international (non-voting)
members, several of whom served as liaisons to the Canadian Space Agency, the Centre
National d’Études Spatiales (CNES), the European Space Agency (ESA), the Japan Aerospace
Exploration Agency (JAXA), the Netherlands Institute for Space Research, and the Swedish
National Space Agency. The STDT reached out to the wider community and engaged hundreds
of scientists around the world in developing potential science use cases and establishing scien-
tific priorities. These use cases were documented, but not published, and some of them were
developed into science white papers and submitted to the Decadal Survey. International partners
in Japan and a European consortium based in France studied two of the instruments considered
for inclusion in the mission. The STDT adopted the name Origins Space Telescope for the
mission based on its science goals, and hereafter we will use this name or the abbreviation
Origins.
The study team benefited not only from the Astrophysics Roadmap’s description of the Far-
Infrared Surveyor,1 but also from past mission studies,5–8 experience with JWST, and fifteen far-
infrared community workshops convened between 1999 and 2018. Through these workshops,
the community voiced an interest in two ambitious missions: a large, cold single-aperture far-IR
telescope for maximum sensitivity, and a long-baseline spatio-spectral interferometer for maxi-
mum angular resolution.9 Because no consensus emerged from the series of workshops as to
which mission should go first, the STDT began with a clean slate and recognized the imperative
objectively, transparently, and expeditiously to choose between an interferometer and a single-
aperture telescope.
The foundational goal for the study was to develop a scientifically compelling, executable
mission concept for Origins, subject to the boundary condition that it would be a large infrared
space mission. Neither large nor “infrared” was defined ab initio. Furthermore, like beauty,
“compelling” science is in the eye of the beholder, and “executability,” while it certainly implies
technology readiness, technical feasibility, and programmatic relevance, might or might not
include cost as a factor. The STDT defined these terms for Origins as the study progressed.
We decided to focus on a mission with three main science goals, each with corresponding objec-
tives and traceable to higher-level NASA goals (Fig. 1): How did galaxies evolve from the
Fig. 1 Scientific goals and objectives for the Origins Space Telescope.
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earliest galactic systems to those found in the universe today? How do habitable planets form?
How common are life-bearing worlds? After initially ignoring cost, we reached consensus on the
notion that, to be executable, a mission must be affordable, and we aimed for a mission that
would cost approximately $5B. Finally, based on the established scientific objectives, we
decided that Origins would cover the wavelength range from 2.8 to 588 μm.10 While more infor-
mation about exoplanet atmospheres can be found at wavelengths shorter than 2.8 μm, detect-
able biosignatures exist in the 2.8 to 20 μm range, and going shorter would demand better optical
system performance and drive up the cost. While valuable information about galaxy evolution
lies at wavelengths >588 μm, such wavelengths are accessible from the ground.
This paper describes the STDT’s key decisions, the rationale for those choices, and how they
led through an exploratory design process to the Origins baseline mission concept,11 which the
STDT recommended to the 2020 Decadal Survey in written and oral reports in August and
November 2019, respectively. To arrive at the baseline design, we studied two distinct mission
concepts and descoped the second one, aiming to maximize science per dollar and hit a self-
imposed cost target. The first concept had an open architecture such as JWST, and the second
one, an architecture much like that of the Spitzer Space Telescope. Origins baseline design
details are summarized in a series of companion papers in this JATIS special section (see
Ref. 11 and references therein). Readers who are not already familiar with the Origins baseline
mission concept will find it helpful to read papers10,11 before reading the rest of this paper. The
paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the STDT’s open study philosophy, the engi-
neering focus on cryo-thermal design, and the overall study approach. Section 3 describes trades
and key decisions that led to evolution of the mission concept. Topics reserved for future study
are briefly described in Sec. 4. We summarize in Sec. 5.
2 Origins Study Approach
2.1 Community Involvement
Community involvement was an intentional and important aspect of the Origins mission concept
study. As noted above, Origins has roots in the NASA Astrophysics Roadmap,1 in which a com-
mittee representing the astrophysics community envisions a far-IR Surveyor mission that offers
measurement capabilities vastly superior to any prior far-IR mission. The Origins STDT, itself
comprising representatives of the community, actively engaged many additional community
members in developing and documenting potential science objectives and use cases for the mis-
sion. Throughout the study, the STDT’s virtual and face-to-face meetings were open and often
attended by members of the wider community. Finally, if Origins is prioritized by the 2020
Decadal Survey and developed by NASA, Origins General Observers from the global scientific
community will use the telescope to answer the mission-driving science questions and make
unexpected, transformative discoveries.10
2.2 Focus on Cryo-Thermal Design
Based on decades of experience with infrared space telescopes going back to the Infrared
Astronomical Satellite in the early 1980s,12 we knew that striking scientific achievements were
made possible by the exceptional sensitivity afforded by cryogenically cooled telescopes. It was
clear from the outset that Origins is a cryogenic mission. For this reason, we never diverted our
attention from the cryo-thermal system design.13 No design decision was taken without under-
standing its impact on the system’s thermal performance. We appointed a highly experienced
cryogenic physicist as chief engineer and system architect. We knew from JWST the importance
of keeping warm electronics distant and well isolated from cold optical surfaces. We knew from
many past infrared missions12,14–19 that expendable cryogen is mission lifetime-limiting and con-
sumes mass and volume that could be better used to maximize measurement capabilities if
mechanical cryocoolers were employed. We were aware of the state-of-the-art and the potential
for advancements in cryocooler technology.20 We meticulously tracked parasitic heat loads and
budgeted 100% margin in the heat-lift capacity of the cryocoolers to allow for thermal model
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uncertainties and permit design flexibility.13 Knowing that cryogenic cycling during the integra-
tion and test (I&T) phase is time-consuming and therefore expensive, we took advantage of the
fact that cycling time is faster when aided by cryocoolers, as seen in JWST experience when its
MIRI cryocooler was activated, and proposed a shorter I&T program than JWST. Despite its
shorter overall duration, the Origins I&T plan enables cryogenic testing at a higher level of
assembly.21 Finally, we adopted the JWST approach and allowed for primary mirror segment
actuation (albeit in only three dimensions: tip, tilt, and piston), and chose thermally conducting
materials for mirrors and metering structures22 to minimize temperature gradients and ensure
optical component and system-level performance compliant with a preliminary optical system
error budget.23 The telescope will be diffraction limited at 30 μm. Based on industry experience
with the JWST primary mirror segments and the Origins optical error budget, we concluded that
the Origins mirror segments will not require time-consuming cryo-null figuring because they
will retain shapes within range of their specifications when they are cooled. Optical performance
will be verified at cryogenic temperatures at the component (mirror segment) and subassembly
(primary mirror wedge engineering test unit) levels.
2.3 The Origins Study Team’s Approach to Mission Design
If it were feasible to develop a set of mission concepts that fully explore the mission design
solution space, it would be possible simply to choose the design that maximizes science return
for a targeted cost, or to find the sweet spot where the science per dollar is maximized. However,
each design cycle is labor-intensive and takes a considerable amount of time, necessitating a
surgical approach. A methodical and practical approach to cost-constrained mission design
involves iteration through three design cycles, each one leading to a point design with known
technical capabilities and a cost estimate, affording an opportunity to bracket the cost target with
the first two cycles, and then interpolate in an effort to maximize science return at a price
point.8,24
With no NASA-imposed cost cap, the Origins study team adopted a more exploratory
approach, which led to the design evolution shown in Fig. 2. The STDT initially set its sights
on a far-infrared observatory that might answer a very wide range of interesting science ques-
tions. This helped the team to engage the wider community, which was eager to recommend
observing programs for a telescope constrained only by physics. The result was mission
“Concept 1.”
At its fifth face-to-face meeting in June 2017, with most aspects of the initial engineering
design completed, the STDT decided to terminate the Concept 1 study and to develop a second
Fig. 2 The Origins study team took an exploratory approach to mission concept development in
which two distinct architectures were studied, the second was adopted, and descopes were taken
in an effort to develop a concept that maximizes science yield with an executable mission at an
affordable cost.
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point design. The study team decided not to allocate resources for detailed cost modeling at this
juncture, as it was readily apparent that Concept 1 would be uncomfortably ambitious. Like
JWST, Concept 1 required many on-orbit deployments, and JWST’s success would not be dem-
onstrated before the Decadal Survey would have to set community priorities. The perceived risk
was too great.
At this point in the study, based on the NASA budget thought likely to be available for a large
mission after the Roman Space Telescope, the STDT decided to set a $5B cost target (in fiscal
year 2020 dollars) for Origins. Concept 1 would likely have exceeded the newly established cost
target by a large but unknown factor, and thus offered little guidance when it came to choosing
even the basic system architecture for what would become Concept 2. In August 2017, the Study
Office convened a workshop to conceive and evaluate alternative mission architectures. Science
return, complexity, and heritage were important figures of merit. Design options were presented
to the STDT when it met again face-to-face the following month. The STDT adopted an archi-
tecture for Concept 2 that resembles the Spitzer Space Telescope,16 as shown in Fig. 3; the pri-
mary mirror would not be folded for launch and deployed in space, as it was in Concept 1. The
team retained from Concept 1 the science priority to conduct a search for biosignatures in the
atmospheres of exoplanets in transiting orbits around nearby late-type dwarf stars, and this drove
the requirement for a telescope with at least a 5-m aperture diameter. Later detailed calculations
yielded the more precise requirement for a 5.3-m minimum telescope size. (The STDT’s pri-
oritized extragalactic study, which requires measurements of a statistically significant sample of
galaxies at redshift z > 6, leads to a similar requirement for a 5-m telescope, albeit with more
graceful falloff in scientific capability with decreasing aperture size.11) Thus, the basic param-
eters for Concept 2, cost target, architecture, telescope size, and science priorities,10 were
defined, and the second design cycle could begin.
We designed and analyzed Concept 2 in much greater detail than Concept 1. Knowing that a
third full design cycle would not be achievable in the time available to complete the study, and
that a high-fidelity cost estimate would only be derivable from a completed design, we used
flight system mass as a proxy for cost at $1 M/kg (based on analogous missions) throughout
the second design cycle, and subtracted 30% from $5B to allow for cost reserve. We paid close
attention to scientific priorities, mass, and descope options during the second design cycle, but
Concept 2 still came in heavy, and therefore too expensive in our rough estimation. Thus, we
developed a menu of descope options and the estimated cost savings associated with each option.
Fig. 3 (a) Origins Concept 2 compared with the (b) Spitzer Space Telescope (not to scale).
Concept 2 has a tubular rather than an open architecture.
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In August 2018, we aimed to maximize science per dollar, made the descopes we felt would be
necessary to approach the cost target, based on the mass proxy for cost, and called this design
(Concept 2 minus the accepted descopes) the Origins baseline design. Since the baseline design
did not benefit from a third design cycle, it is sub-optimal and leaves room for further cost sav-
ings. For example, we designed Concept 2 to accommodate four studied instruments, but when
one instrument was removed in the descoping process, we made no attempt to reconfigure the
space allocated to science instruments. Finally, we used two approaches to derive a high-fidelity
estimate of the Origins baseline mission cost.11
3 Origins Concept Evolution Through Trades and Key Decisions
In this section we compare Concepts 1 and 2 and the Origins baseline mission design and
describe the major trades and decisions that led to mission concept evolution. Figure 4 shows
the concept evolution schematically, and Fig. 5 summarizes the trades and key decisions.
3.1 First Decision: Origins is a Single-Aperture Telescope
The decision process and quantitative analysis that led to selection of a single-aperture telescope
are documented in Sec. 3.1.1 of the Origins Space Telescope Interim Report.25 This decision was
made early in the study (August 2016), based on the STDT’s 14 highest-ranked science use cases
for the mission out of a total of 46 such cases developed in collaboration with the community.
The process unfolded in four steps: (1) the STDT established performance requirements needed
to achieve a preliminary set of scientific objectives and separated them into musts and wants;
(2) four notional mission concepts were introduced, and approximate performance metrics
(angular resolution and sensitivity) were calculated for each concept; (3) the STDT evaluated
how well each concept would meet requirements derived from the prioritized use cases, and
considered perceived risks associated with each concept; and (4) the STDT chose the best overall
concept based on these considerations. The four notional mission concepts were: 5- and 15-m
single-aperture telescopes; a 3.5-m dual-aperture interferometer with up to a 20-m baseline; and
a 6.5-m dual-aperture interferometer with up to a 50-m baseline. Two performance metrics
proved to be valuable discriminants. Based on the 14 prioritized use cases, the STDT determined
that the mission should provide angular resolution better than 1.24″ at λ ¼ 50 μm wavelength,
and the total set of proposed observations should be completed in under 5 to 10 years integration
time, not accounting for observing efficiency. Only the 15-m single-aperture telescope was found
to satisfy these conditions. Neither the 5-m telescope nor the two interferometer configurations
considered would be able to execute the entire science program in under 10 years. A single-
aperture telescope was preferred over a spatial interferometer, in short, because the STDT’s
favored science required extraordinary sensitivity but not sub-arc sec angular resolution.
3.2 Mission Concept Evolution
Figure 6 shows a side-by-side comparison of Concept 1, Concept 2, and the baseline mission
concept. We never actually studied a telescope as large as 15 m. Based on earlier studies, we
knew that a UV/optical telescope with a primary mirror as large as 9 m could be folded to fit into
a 5-m diameter launch vehicle fairing, so we strove first to find a solution for Origins in that
size range.
Concept 1 has a 9.1-m diameter off-axis telescope cryocooled to 4 K and five science instru-
ments, a medium resolution survey spectrometer (MRSS), a high-resolution spectrometer
(HRS), a mid-infrared imager, spectrometer, coronagraph (MISC), a far-infrared imager/polar-
imeter (FIP), and the Heterodyne Receiver for Origins (HERO).25 Collectively, these instruments
and this telescope were designed to satisfy the measurement requirements of the fourteen high-
est-ranked observing programs mentioned in Sec 3.1, and could do a good deal more. The pri-
mary mirror, a large Instrument Accommodation Module (IAM), and a five-layer sunshade were
stowed for launch and would be deployed on-orbit. Long-wavelength instruments are large, and
we learned that the telescope, IAM, sunshield and spacecraft bus would not fit into a 5-m
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diameter fairing. Thus, we were forced to adopt NASA’s Space Launch System (SLS) with an
8.4-m diameter fairing as the launch vehicle.
Concept 2 has very few and only straightforward deployments, as shown in Fig. 7, and like
Concept 1, takes advantage of the large launch vehicles under development for human space
exploration (the SLS with an 8.4-m diameter fairing, or a similar commercial vehicle). Study
engineers determined that a 5.9-m diameter telescope would leave room in the fairing for a




Fig. 4 A single-aperture telescope is best suited to achieve the STDT’s prioritized science goals.
Subsequent trades look at aperture size, packaging and deployment schemes, materials, and
instrument selection. Figure 5 shows the section of this paper in which each trade is discussed.
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“science margin” over the 5.3-m minimum required aperture diameter mentioned in Sec. 2.3.
The STDT settled on three main science goals for the mission, and for each goal established three
well-defined scientific objectives (Fig. 1).10 Working again in consultation with the community,
the STDT developed 25 use cases for a notional 5.9 m, 4 K telescope, nine in support of the
primary objectives and others that were deemed meritorious. To maximize the mission’s scien-
tific potential, all of these use cases were allowed to influence instrument choices for Concept 2,
and the measurement requirements flowing from the nine primary objectives were treated as
fundamental design drivers. We extended the short wavelength cutoff to 2.8 from 5 μm to cap-
ture an important methane band at 3.3 μm in support of the search for biosignatures. The study
team developed a new instrument for Concept 2, the Origins Spectrometer for Surveys (OSS),26
which combined MRSS and HRS far-IR spectroscopic capabilities, and we truncated the long
wavelength cutoff at 588 μm because the atmosphere is relatively transparent at longer wave-
lengths, enabling complementary measurements with ground-based sub-millimeter and milli-
meter-wave telescopes. The MISC,27 FIP,28 and HERO29 instrument designs were further
developed. Based on its mass and the fiducial $1M/kg cost factor, the total cost of Concept
2 was estimated to be roughly $8B, indicating that we should seek ∼$3B in cost savings to
reach the target cost.
The team then considered 32 descope options and strove to maximize science per dollar in a
less expensive mission, which was to become the Origins baseline concept. The STDT consid-
ered but rejected a reduction in telescope size; the baseline telescope is still 5.9 m. The MISC
Transit (MISC-T) spectrometer retained all three of its spectral channels, and it offers continuous
spectral coverage from 2.8 to 20 μm, an excellent wavelength range in which to search for bio-
signatures. However, we removed the MISC camera, which was designed to provide wide-field
imaging and low-resolution spectroscopic capability with filters and grisms in the 5 to 28 μm
range. This change leaves a small gap in Origins’wavelength coverage from 20 to 25 μm. All six
wavelength bands of OSS were retained, giving this instrument continuous spectral coverage
from 25 to 588 μm, an ideal range in which to measure the physical properties of distant galaxies
and look for water in protoplanetary disks. OSS keeps its high and ultra-high spectral resolution
modes. However, the number of detector pixels was halved, resulting in a factor of two reduction
in mapping speed. Only two of FIP’s original four spectral channels were retained: the 50 and
250 μm bands, and FIP can still make polarimetric measurements. The FIP pixel count was also
reduced. The telescope temperature was adjusted from 4 to 4.5 K to take advantage of a stage
common to existing cryocoolers.20 In the descope, we gave up the MISC camera, the 100 and
500 μm channels of FIP, and the HERO instrument. Even with their reduced pixel counts, OSS
Fig. 5 Origins Space Telescope major trades and decisions.
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and FIP offer spatial-spectral and photometric survey speeds, respectively, more than six orders
of magnitude faster than Herschel, and several orders of magnitude faster than JWST and
ALMA, which were not designed for wide-area surveys (see Fig. 11 in Ref. 11). By far the
greatest cost savings, summing to an estimated $1.7B, came from the elimination of the
MISC camera and HERO. The tabulated savings account for estimated system-level cost
impacts, which go beyond the hardware costs of the instruments themselves. The sacrificed capa-
bilities are visible in the Origins focal plane (Fig. 8). In total, the accepted descopes are expected
to reduce the mission cost by ∼$2B. The STDT estimated qualitatively that, with these changes,
the Origins baseline mission would still be able to accomplish 80% of the science represented
by the 25 use cases adopted for Concept 2, without significantly compromising the nine
primary scientific objectives shown in Fig. 1. When carefully modeled, the baseline mission
cost ($6.7 to 7.3B at the 50% and 70% confidence levels, respectively)11 turned out to be greater
than but in reasonable agreement with $8B to $2B, considering that $8B and $2B were rough
estimates.
Fig. 7 On-orbit deployment of the Origins Space Telescope. This deployment scheme was
adopted for Concept 2 and the baseline design. Origins relies on three simple and standard
deployments for its communication antenna, solar array and protective cover ejection, and only
one new but simple approach to deploying a two-layer sun shade. Much like a “pop-up tent,” the
shade is spring loaded and unfurls, then translates to separate the layers. For comparison, to fit
into a 5-m fairing, JWST relies on 22 deployment events. (Video 1, MP4, 8 MB [URL: https://doi
.org/10.1117/1.JATIS.JATIS.7.1.011014.1]).
Fig. 8 Concept 2 instrument footprints in the Origins focal plane. Items with a dashed line border
were descoped to derive the baseline mission concept.
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3.3 Trades and Decisions
Figure 5 summarizes the major trades and decisions reached during the Origins mission concept
study. Experience with Spitzer,16 the Herschel Space Observatory,19 and JWST,3 and Concept 1,
strongly influenced our decisions.
3.3.1 Launch vehicle and mission architecture
We initially considered a launch vehicle with a 5-m diameter fairing, similar to vehicles that exist
now. JWST suggests that this would be possible,30 but that it would require a complex deploy-
ment scheme. Indeed, Goddard studies of folded configurations for a UV/optical telescope indi-
cated that a telescope as large as 9 m could be accommodated in a 5-m fairing. However, the
Concept 1 design cycle enabled us to gauge the sizes of the Origins instruments, and we found
that the observatory was too large for a 5-m fairing. The STDT’s science goals for Concept 2
demanded a telescope with light collecting area close to that of JWST, 25 m2. We reconsidered
smaller vehicles when downsizing from Concept 1 to Concept 2 but decided, after consulting
with many experts, that the benefits of a lower-risk design—one that does not require deploy-
ment of the primary mirror—outweighed dependence on launch vehicles still in development,
especially given that three suitable vehicles are advancing in parallel, driven by human explo-
ration goals.
3.3.2 Off-axis versus on-axis optical configuration
In an off-axis optical design, the primary mirror is unobstructed by the secondary or its support-
ing structure, and this design form has two advantages: a cleaner point spread function with
lower sidelobes, and more light-collecting area for a given primary mirror diameter. On the other
hand, such a configuration is less compact than an on-axis design. We opted for an off-axis
configuration in Concept 1 and found that it would fit into an 8.4-m fairing on NASA’s
SLS or a similar launch vehicle.25 However, to satisfy the light-collecting area requirement
in a Spitzer-like architecture while minimizing deployments, we chose an on-axis three-mirror
anastigmat for the optical design in Concept 2. We took advantage of the fact that beam irregu-
larities would have minimal adverse impact on a mission whose scientific objectives would be
fulfilled primarily through spectroscopy, rather than imaging.
3.3.3 Operating temperature
To suppress the observatory’s thermal self-emission and approach the natural astrophysical back-
ground photon noise level—essential to achieving Origins’ science goals—the telescope’s opti-
cal elements must be cooled to <6 K.11 At wavelengths >200 μm, the background noise level is
extremely sensitive to telescope temperature: 4 K is much better than 6 K. Past far-infrared mis-
sions, including Spitzer, were cooled with expendable cryogens, but that approach requires a
large, massive cryostat and limits the life of the mission. Advances in cryocooler technology
for JWST, Hitomi, and other missions enabled us to adopt mechanical cryocoolers rather than
expendable cryogens for Origins.13 As shown in Fig. 6, we adopted 4 K as the operating temper-
ature in Concept 1, but later relaxed that temperature to 4.5 K to take advantage of current-state-
of-the-art cryocooler technology.13 The quoted operating temperature is the temperature of the
telescope, including the baffle, mirrors, and support structure, and the volume that houses the
instruments.
3.3.4 Materials
High stiffness, low density, high thermal conductivity, and low coefficient of thermal expansion
(CTE) are critical material properties for Origins. Thermal performance is more important than
mass in consideration of the primary mirror, leading to our adoption of the same material for the
mirror and its backplane, and other cold-side structures. Beryllium 0 to 30 has excellent specific
stiffness and adequate thermal performance, and it has the most relevant cryogenic spaceflight
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heritage. However, beryllium is somewhat brittle, and its dust is toxic, so it requires special care
in design (sharp corners and proper clearance holes) and fabrication. We considered a variety of
alternative materials, including fused silica, silicon carbide (SiC), aluminum 6061, and an alu-
minum-beryllium composite, and found that they all have advantages and disadvantages.22 SiC,
with its high specific stiffness, low strain and low CTE at 4.5 K, and heritage in the Herschel
primary mirror, is an attractive alternative to beryllium, but SiC is also brittle and requires trades
on design and processing. Further assessments to address face-sheet thickness, rib thickness, and
mirror-segment size are needed for both Be and SiC. We chose beryllium but consider this choice
tentative and subject to further study. The ultimate choice will be influenced by new gap-filling
property measurements at cryogenic temperatures. Composite materials can be used for struc-
tures to save mass wherever possible (i.e, where good thermal performance and CTE matching
are not important).
3.3.5 Primary mirror segmentation
Existing facilities would not support the fabrication of a monolithic mirror as large as 5.9 m, so
we assumed from the outset that the Origins primary mirror would be segmented. In Concept 1,
the primary mirror was comprised of 37 hexagonal segments, each 1.277-m flat-to-flat, and
folded around the instrument module (IAM) for launch.25 When we turned our attention to
Concept 2 and the baseline concept, to maximize light-collecting area in the cylindrical launch
vehicle fairing, we adopted a round mirror comprised of keystone-shaped segments. In consul-
tation with our industrial partners, we studied four segmentation schemes, found two of them
compatible with existing fabrication capabilities, and adopted a scheme consisting of an inner
ring of six segments and radial width 1.200 m, and an outer annulus of 12 segments and radial
width 1.294 m. Within each annulus the mirror shapes are identical, except that the inner-ring
segments are notched in opposite corners to allow feed-through of the secondary mirror support
structure.
3.3.6 Far-infrared detectors
For several reasons, we adopted TES bolometers as far-IR detectors in the Origins baseline mis-
sion concept, but we consider this choice tentative. First, both TES bolometers and MKIDs are
approaching the Origins detector sensitivity and pixel count requirements, and more advanced
overall than alternative detector types. Second, because the warm readout system for TES bolom-
eters needs additional signals and electronics beyond those needed for MKIDs, we chose TES
bolometers to bound the design. Most importantly, we plan to select a single detector type for the
Origins far-infrared instruments after further technology maturation. Thus, we wanted to study a
mission point design with a single far-IR detector type. In summary, we chose TES bolometers
because they require more development in their warm readout electronic system than MKIDs,
and our aim was to envelope the interesting solution space.
3.3.7 Orbit
Origins must be far enough from Earth to facilitate cooling and provide a relatively unobstructed
view of the sky, yet near enough to enable high-speed data downlink. These requirements favor
an orbit around the Sun-Earth Lagrange 2 (SEL2) point. The observatory also must avoid shad-
ows from the Earth and the Moon. When the orbit is further constrained to ensure that no stray
light from the Moon reaches the inside of the primary mirror baffle, and optimized to minimize
fuel consumption, our orbital dynamics experts recommended a quasi-halo/Lissajous hybrid
orbit with a six-month period around SEL2.
3.3.8 Mission lifetime
We estimate that the community will be able to achieve the goals and objectives given in Fig. 1 in
two years with the Origins baseline mission,10 but a competitive general observing program will
extend our scientific horizon to places not yet even imagined. To enable such discovery science
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Origins will have a minimum five-year lifetime, a 10-year design lifetime, and an option for
servicing that could replenish the propellant supply and replace instruments to extend its lifetime
beyond 10 years.
4 Future Origins Study Topics
Our pre-decadal study addressed a number of open questions and converged on a scientifically
powerful, low-risk, and executable mission concept, yet a great deal of additional preparatory
work is needed to bring the mission concept to a successful Preliminary Design Review (PDR),
nominally in November 2028. If the decadal survey recommends Origins, the mission will enter
pre-phase A, during which open questions will be brought to closure and the mission concept
will be refined and optimized. Ultimately, the mission that flies will likely resemble the baseline
mission concept,11 but a cold JWST concept30 will receive further consideration, as it would
leverage existing ground support infrastructure and a proven design, once JWST is launched
and commissioned. Even if the Spitzer-like architecture is adopted, design details can be
expected to change in response to future studies.
The Origins Space Telescope Technology Development Plan31 presents a roadmap to mature
the Origins-enabling technologies (also see Ref. 32 for a contemporary review of far-infrared
mission-enabling and enhancing technologies). According to the plan, during phase A, all of the
technologies will substantially progress toward their technology readiness level (TRL) 6 mile-
stones. Detector and cryocooler technology maturation will be closely monitored, and choices
will be made based on the availability of TRL-6 technology in time for the mission PDR. (NASA
is developing innovative approaches to project management as these words are written, and
future large missions may have to reach their TRL 6 milestone earlier. The Origins mission
schedule would slip by about a year if the technologies were required to reach TRL 6 in time
for the instrument PDRs.)
A future Origins science team will conduct additional analyses to estimate definitively the
precision to which spectral line strengths and continuum fluxes can be derived from spatially
confused observations of distant galaxies with the planned Origins spectroscopic measurement
capabilities. A future engineering team will optimize the Origins design to accommodate the
instruments, and the instruments will be packaged more compactly and make better use of the
central sweet spot in the telescope’s field of view (Fig. 8), where the Strehl ratio approaches 1. A
high-fidelity thermal model will be used and validated through ground testing to ensure an accu-
rate understanding of the observatory’s thermal performance and enable future design trades. For
example, the thermal performance will be sensitive to the location of the solar array. Optical
communication systems are developing rapidly today and will be revisited to ensure they meet
the Origins requirements for data downlink. While some material properties are currently
unknown at ∼4 K, new measurements will enable new material trades and good choices for
the flight system’s optical and structural elements and sunshields.22 Many additional study topics
are common to all large missions in formulation and do not warrant discussion here.
5 Summary
We have described the key decisions taken by the Origins mission concept study team, the ration-
ale for those choices, and how they led through an exploratory design process to the Origins
baseline mission concept presented to the 2020 Decadal Survey in Astronomy and Astrophysics.
Most importantly, we decided to take advantage of the large launch vehicles being developed for
NASA’s human exploration program and adopted an architecture like that of the Spitzer Space
Telescope, motivated by its proven thermal performance and minimal dependence on on-orbit
deployments. The cryo-thermal system design leverages JWST technology and experience. We
studied two distinct mission concepts and descoped the second concept, aiming to hit a $5B self-
imposed cost target. The resulting baseline design includes a 5.9-m diameter telescope cryo-
cooled to 4.5 K and equipped with three scientific instruments, which cover the entire wave-
length range 2.8 to 588 μm, except for a small gap from 20 to 25 μm. The Origins baseline
mission concept is executable and, with margin, capable of definitively addressing the scientific
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objectives given in Fig. 1, and three compelling science goals: (1) How do galaxies form stars,
make heavy elements, and grow their central supermassive black holes throughout the history of
the universe?; (2) How do the conditions for habitability develop during the process of planet
formation?; and (3) Do planets orbiting M-dwarf stars support life?
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